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FOLLETERRE
GATHERING
CALL
Faerie soar like an eagle!
Faerie sing, sing, sing!
Faerie dance in the moonlight!
Faerie, find a healing space
Faerie, work your Art!
Caress, hold, nurture, and protect
Every Faerie heart!

Mushroom

DEAR LOVELY
FAERIES...
Its an overwhelming period I had
since last summer, so many new
faeries I met and so many friends
I hugged and kissed, being Home at
Folleterre this year many times and
coming home again up coming Lumbers,
I can`t wait to see you back and
enjoy your beauty.
This Summer together with the help
of White Rose, Tara , Cloudbow and
many others, we organized the Great
Circle, a weekend of reflection,
embracement and looking forward.
Starting with a meditation walk
where all the Faeries on the land
brought together and where ready to
look into them self and looked where
we are as sanctuary, the Vision
Game.
A heart circle with the amazing help
of Leo Pardo who facilitated the
Great Circle as Chair, who came all
the way from faerie sanctuary Short
Mountain and brought his spirit into
the circle.
The embracement of everybody who
was present and also who could not

come, looking back to our ancestors
who are here in spirit. I brought
them in my heart, Tuffoldbird,
Gezel, Mercedes Queen of the Night
and others. Also I brought faerie
spirits in my heart who could not
come home.
The faeries who stepped forwards in
the group of Stewards, who like to
take commitments being responsible
for taking care of the sanctuary and
making others feeling welcome, the
new steward group comes together
during Lumbers to create a loving
companionship and work together,
listen to others and getting the
sanctuary ready for 2015 when we
celebrate our 10 year existence and
20 year Eurofaeries.
Notre dame des Arbre 60 year
anniversary, it was so nice to see
old friends back, 35 faeries and
friends of ND came together and
shared all the Love in an amazing
weekend with beautiful weather and
dinners and bonfire with drumming,
singing and stories.
Looking forward for the new year
and facing big projects to happen,
like the creating of a new to build
parking space, grey water filter
system in the meadow and some
plumbing and improvements going on
in the house and outside.

Nature, Its all about me in Nature, feeling the
overwhelming power of nature and being in there.

Great Circle for all members of folleterre around July
31 2015 the harvest celebration of the weed.

The sound of the birds, wind through the leaves and
feeling the air, sun and soil under my feet, its so
fucking beautiful being home.

My hope is that we focus on these residence next year and
not so much of focusing on big gatherings.

My Vision for the sanctuary is that we all come together
there in nature and embrace ourself into the power of
nature and feel our sexual and spiritual self, sharing
this with you.
Being at Folleterre and inviting faeries there to reside
for a longer period, Foster stewardship of the land
and honor our natural environment as we do our faeries
natures.
I hope we can provide a residence for a limited number of
Faeries who also care for and nurture elder faeries and
those incapacitated by illness and grief.
For the upcoming year I like to help those who create
themed gatherings, like Gender, Nature and sexual
embodiment.
Celebrating the nature at times of starting seeding,
harvesting, midsummer, fruit harvesting and celebrating
our ancestors, creating rituals, bring back the altar to
Folleterre.
I hope we can create ongoing weeks, months of nurturing
the land and our faerie spirit, to start in April till
the end of October, with highlights of celebrations and
rituals.
For the wider community occasional gatherings up to 20
people, to invite also those who like to be introduced to
the nature.

Looking to the stars, the moon and feeling the power what
brings us that.
The energy in our bodies what can
others, the level and position we
and above that, to listen to each
that we all can be different, but
embrace each other to be together
beautiful , old and young Radical

be different from
in to, communicate
other and recognize
also that we have to
in this Tribe of crazy,
Faeries.

I am a Faerie who like to build, I am a faerie with a
drive to create beauty from nature, to let the urban
communication behind me, my cell phone, laptop and camera
is switched off, I like to communicate with Humor,
singing, touch, art and as a Dutch person I am direct.
The language I speak is that from the Faeries .
Wolf

VISION GAME REPORT
What the Folleterre community present on the land on
2/8/2014 or found out after reflecting upon itself...as
reported by Cloudbow

As part of the process of the Great Circle weekend (23/8/2014) the organizers White Rose and Wolf invited the
community to participate to a Vision Game. It started
in the morning with a grounding walk led by Wolf from
the house to Meditation Rock and back. Then I (Cloudbow)
offered an exercise in group self-reflection called
“Stages in a group’s growth”, based on Starhawk’s Truth
or Dare book, page 264. Tara and Yareth performed a
beautiful mime and dance to help explaining the game,
which unfortunately can’t get in this report.
The main idea behind the exercise is that every
community or group has a life and dynamics of its own.
As time passes, the group grows through different
stages, that can be represented using the four elements,
air, fire, water and earth.
The first stage is Air,
and it’s all about
visions, ideas and
dreams. Challenge is lack
of focus.
The next stage is Fire,
which is about doing,
making, being driven.
Challenges are infighting,
burnout and power issues.

After all the energy spent in the Fire phase, the group can
naturally go to a low called the Water phase. It’s a time
for healing, feeling, and deepening the connection between
members of the group. Challenge is disappointment with the
low energy.
The last stage is Earth, which is about building something
that lasts for the future, consolidating, teaching and
taking care of each other. Challenge is rigidity, becoming
too conservative.
After that the group can go on with a new Air phase, letting
the wheel turn again. And in a mature group all four
energies are present at the same time, creating tensions,
Fire vs Earth, Air vs Water. It’s important then to balance
them before they break the group apart.
The whole group then divided in three smaller groups, a
Francophone one and two Anglophone ones. They discussed
where is the Folleterre community at, helped by some
questions:
•
•
•
•

Which stage is our community in? How do we know?
Which is our challenge?
Which tensions are there?
How do we find balance?

The small groups took notes of their discussion and
presented them to the whole group.
Note....Because a Vision circle is an ongoing and living
document, the outcome is not published here, we keep it in
our heart .
Individual Visions of Faeries are always welcome to be
published in the Newsletter.

CROSS CULTURAL
COMMUNICATION AND
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
There has been a number of incidences of miscommunication and outbursts
of anger mainly caused by cultural misunderstandings and assumed
shared priorities and values. Some cultures consider productivity and
organization to be of a high priority whereas irish cultural priorities
would be humour, music, storytelling and poetry. The harp is very much a
symbol of Ireland so when I first arrived in Folleterre I was astounded
and very pleased to see the harp in the library. The harp is such an
integral part of the gaelic psyche.
The first reference to the harp occurs in an account of a battle fought
between the Tuatha De Danaan, (the magical faery people who predate the
celts) and the Fir Bolg or Fomorians, another preceltic people about
1800BC. The harp is described as ‘dordach’ that is having the murmur of
the sweet apple tree. In the “Fiannaiochta” the Fenian cycle of legends
which predate the greek Homer.
There are numerous references to the the magic of the harp and all the
Gaelic chiefs had their court harpist. The harpist was not only an
accomplished musician but also held the history of the tribes in his
songs and was held in very high esteem equal to a breitheamh (judge) and
of greater rank than a king.
The harp soundbox itself was carved out of a single block of willow with
a pine backboard which made it extremely strong yet light and could
vibrate easily. Nor was any glue or fixing used and the enormous string
tension held it together. The string were made of yellow copper or red
copper, types of brass or bronze. This design meant that the fundamental
quickly resolved into harmonics which blend easily with each other in
a gong like drone above the melody. Its bell like tones could produce

laughter, tears or deep dreaming,or in
gaelic, geatraí, goltaí agus suantraí.
Dante Alighiere,(1265) the italian poet of
the Divine Comedy, tells us the harp was
taken to Italy from Ireland, “where they are
excellently made and in great numbers, the
inhabitants of that country having practiced
for many, many ages ....they even place it
in the arms of the kingdom and plant it
on their public buildings and stamp it on
their coin. It stlll is on our passport, all
government documents and our euro. When the
English invaded Ireland they tried to wipe
out any race memory by having a price on the
head of any harper. They were hunted down
throughout the island. It is ironic that
Elizabeth the First (1570) who enacted this
policy had an irish harpist at her court
because she found the music so beautiful. By
Cromwells time (1640) any harpist caught by
english soldiers had their fingers broken and
their nails pulled out. By 1792 there were
only 9 harpists left in the country.
Now there is a huge revival of the harp in
Ireland but it is of a modern design with
high twist gut strings and lower tension and
the sound is very different from the ancient
harp. There is still an original harp from
around 1000 AD called the Brian Boru harp
which was restrung and played recently and
there are a few craftsmen and women making
old traditional harp. Maybe we can make
one out of a willow tree growing beside the
pond!
colm sidhe na mara

FOLLETERRE
2014 GREAT
CIRCLE
MINUTES
Association Les Amis de
Folleterre
35, rue du Souvenir Français,
70270 Ternuay, France

Sunday 2nd August, 2014
Community Members Present:
Members present:
Coconut, Lovebug, Eilendes
Wasser, Tricky, Bad Dog, White
Rose, Tara, Wolf, Pikachu,
Lanai, Walnut
Non-members present:
Petit Bison, Petit Ours,
Yareth, LeoPardo, Wind Kisses,
Yoyo, Hartje, Leo, Larry,
Richard, Philippe, Absinthe,
Toto, Foxy2000, Leor, Amos
Adam, Hugs, Cloud Bow,
Shamana, Beast, Asis, Zebra,
Efthimios, Tadzio
Apologies: Faedra, Stillmark
and Tomaz

Membership list for 2014: (see
appendix 1)
Chair: LeoPardo
Minutes: Wind Kisses
Administrative Counsel 20132014:
President – White Rose
Secretary - Coconuts
PurseKeeper – Tricky
Agenda:
1. Opening & Introduction
2. President’s Statement
3. Purse Keeper`s Report and
budget for the coming year
4. Secretary’s Report
5. Steward’s Circle Reports
		 (Gathering Princes)
6. Approval of the 2013-2014
reports
_______________
7. Election of Stewards, 		
Steward Pledges
8. Waste water management 		
project
9. Website
10.Other reports + vision game
report
______________________
11.

Closure

MINUTES

2.

1.
Opening & Introduction(LeoPardo)
Casting of the circle, invocation of queer spirits.
Welcome & acceptance of new members.

The presidential role is a role, just a name.
As president I had a lot of conflicting energy placed
on me. Some people feel I should do more (conflicts,
resolutions…), others feel I should do less.
I have allowed myself to be a politician and I am not
proud of that. I am, however, proud of what we did as a
community.

Some of the things that came up during the preparation:
The steward circle can feel overburdened.
There is a need to find the spirit in everything we do.
The larger community needs to support the stewards.
Face to face communication is great whenever possible.
We need to be aware of the possibility for burnout and
bring our support.
We also need to pay attention to those who chose not to
be there.
Same goes for those who are taking on new roles.
When somebody drops out, that leaves a gap.
It is important to acknowledge the role of the AC as
only names for the prefecture.
As a community, we need to do some work but that is
separate from being the official name on an official
piece of paper.
We are a family and should not let anybody down.
We are creating a non-hierarchical structure and that
can be a challenge.
Listening to your hart, feel the drum of the community.
Discussion about the agenda (Website and Waste water)
These last items have been announced in advance. They
can be skipped this time, to keep the circle shorter.
(Wolf)
We can have a report by the people in charge of the
projects (EW)

President’s Statement 2014

I have been asked to take that role again, and I will
be glad to do it, as a name on a piece of paper. My
pledge for the year to come is to bake more cake.
3.
Purse Keeper’s Report for 2013-2014 (see appendix
2 for full report)
Expenses: about €12,000 Most of this is for the
mortgage
Income: about €14,000 Most of this comes from the
gatherings
Gatherings more or less pay for the mortgage and
membership pays for the rest.
Cloudbow: How many years left on the mortgage? => 6
years (3.5% a year + insurance)
On membership: membership contributions are preferably
paid monthly. They make it easier for the PurseKeeper
to make predictions. Paypal is easy but there is a fee;
you can also prepare monthly payments with a future
date in your online banking app. The more people pay
every month, the cheaper the gatherings, as we still
need to pay off the mortgage. It was suggested a €60
annual membership. People can pay more (and some do),

but you can also pay less.
Membership is also a “formal” thing: only those who’ve
paid a contribution are registered as members in the
official minutes (cf. presence list in appendix).
On available budget: there is approximately €35,000
available to be used for both the mortgage and the
different projects.
Budget extrapolation (based on what happened this year
and what we can expect):
Recurring income: €14,250
Recurring expenses; € 15,300
This would be the first time since a few years we are in
the red (minus)
For the projects:
The drinking water project (drilling a well, installing
both a manual and an electric pump cost €12,000. Thanks
to it we now have safe drinking water. (tested June
2014)
We have a project for the land which was felled. Some
of the trees were not healthy and this yielded €6,000.
Land development projects
-road+roots: €1,000
-parking lot: €6,800
-orchard: €2,000

to comply with the regulation 2017) is the Waste Water
project. A contractor made an offer for a Gravity
filtering system for €6,000.
There was a budget for a new kitchen stove but we
simply changed the bricks for the kitchen stove. So
there is money for other projects.
Last year, we pledged €500 to help the creation of the
sanctuary in Austria but due to legal issues, this has
not happened yet.
So if we add up all the expenses and the projects, we
would still have €12,000. It is, nevertheless, wise to
have savings, in case we cannot hold gatherings.
Dee Tale also suggested the installation of a lightning
rod (estimated cost €5,000) to help maintain the
electric installation inside the house. This issued
will be discussed next year. In the meantime, we can
investigate the topic further.
4.

Secretary’s Report 2013-2014

I ought to explain what I have been doing.
There has been a lot of controversy with the work I
have done. The previous secretaries were burnt out.

There is also a project to make the sanctuary more
accessible to people with functional diversity. The
Eurofaerie foundation gave €2,000. The Sisters of
Perpetual Indulgence also gave €500,- and the Women’s
gathering gave €350.

My chosen remit when I took on the job, was to make the
administrative load less of a burden. I streamlined the
work. For instance I created a dropbox to centralize
documents, we used yahoo documents before but that
archive was not up to date because you had to be online
to view and work with documents. Dropbox is much more
versatile and it seems to be working well.

Another project which is very important (legal deadline

We now use a mailout program called mailchimp to send

out emails to the community rather than a standard
email account. This has many advantages as the contact
list is managed by the people on the contact as in they
can unsubscribe email addresses they no longer use and
our contact list is easier to manage on that program
than if we used a standard excel spreadsheet. There are
many advantages to using the mailchimp program because
it is designed specifically for the purpose of sending
out group mail and has lots of features to be able to
manage that information.
The gathering forms were created to make the
organization of gatherings much easier so that we
don’t have to collect the information via countless
individual emails sent by people who would like to come
to the gathering.
The gathering organizers, secretary
and treasurer have access to all this information all
the time and the information from the gathering is
transferred directly into a spreadsheet which means
a lot less admin for the secretary, treasurer and
gathering organisers. This was very controversial.
The information from the previous Folleterre website
was collated and transferred to the new website . This
was extremely controversial and generated a lot of
mistrust and misunderstanding.
The new website template was created (by Moonlight)
as a Wordpress website. I worked with him but people
commented his work and were very critical so he dropped
out.
I then sent a call to the community and Keystone and
Chris Jeffries answered. Keystone could not really do
it as he was travelling a lot. Chris offered to do the
programming but not the art work for the website; there
was a lot of criticism of the website as it was made

live before it was finished and it had little artwork on
it. That has now been rectified as people have stepped
forward to add photos and artwork.
We now have many administrators who can update the
website and it is much easier to manage than the old
website. The features of the current website are
already much better than the previous one and there is
a possibility of more features which are being worked
on at the moment by Chris Jeffries (for example: photo
sharing and lift sharing).
I believe the role of the secretary has been reduced by
80%
5.

Gathering Princess Report – by Lovebug

A youtube video would be great to help with the
gatherings?
There were gathering at Community Week, Beltane, summer
community week, Summer Gathering, Quiet Gathering.
Upcoming gatherings are: Lumbers and Notre Dame’s 60th
Birthday party.
A few gatherings that were on the list did not happen
(Arts and Crafts, Eros).
The Sex Magic workshop took place again this year. It
was also quite controversial
6.

Approval of the 2013-2014 report

Vote of thanks and approval of 2013-14 reports by
Consensus.

7.
Election of Stewards, Steward Pledges +
Administration Counsel 2014-2015

There was very little reaction from the stewards this
year. This is rather sad.

• Wolf: to be Gathering Princess, invite everybody who
wants to help with gatherings to call him and work
together, coordinating stewards into workgroups and
coordinating building/maintenance projects in the
house.
• Lovebug: will stay a steward to be aesthetical queen.
• Lanai: to bring stewardship awareness to non stewards.
• Yareth: to be a representative for the Netherlands and
to lighten the load of the administrative work
• Chris Affolter: to help channel and coordinate some
of the controversy about the website and have more
gatherings to have more physical faeries presence on
the land
• EW: to help have more part time resident on the land
and make the stewards feel comfortable as he lives
close-by. Next year be will be celebrating the 20
years of Eurofaeries and 10 years of Folleterre (June
24th)
• Tricky (PurseKeeper): to continue his work with the
finances. He will call faeries whenever he feels it
necessary
• White Rose (president): to bake more cake
• Still Mark (secretary):
• Faedra: not present, Pledge is received by email, but
not spoken out at GC.
• Woodpigeon: not present, Pledge is received by email,
but not spoken out at GC.
• Tamaz Willow: not present, Pledge is received by
email, but not spoken out at GC.
• Toto (observer); opening up the stewardship is
important

Note: Stewards standing down – Waitari, Gabriel,
Faunalicious, Coconuts,

The whole list of Stewards was agreed on by consensus.

8.

Waste water project

Not discussed , review by Tricky and Wolf.
This project which is very important (legal deadline
to comply with the regulation 2017) is the Waste Water
project. A contractor made an offer for a Gravity
filtering system for €6,000. (budget approved at GC
2013)
In October 2013, a working group was formed during
Lumbers, and they kept in contact via e-mail. The whole
outcome of this workgroup communication can be looked
in at Folleterre.
Tricky volunteered to coordinate the project, and
Stillmark was in contact with the Contractor for asking
offers.
We have considered a reed pond, but further inquiries
showed that it would be very expensive without adding
much benefit to us. So we decided to go for a Gravity
filtering system, and found a local contractor who made
a reasonable offer. In April 2015 it will take place .
In July 2014 some extra works at the house sewage
system started, see outdoor sink sewage and during
lumbers and spring the rest of the kitchen will be
connected to the septic kitchen, a Fat–trap also known
as Under sink will be installed. The estimate costs for
these sewage works are in the budget for maintenance
from last year 2012/2013 and 2013/2014.

9.

Website.

Not discussed, This will be looked into at a
later moment by some stewards. In the mean time
it would be wise not to spend any further work
into the website now, before there is made a
decision in the Steward group.
10.

Other Reports

Offer from Philippe on gardening:
Since the garden was not been taken care of
in the past year, and since he has regular
vacations (as a teacher) and experience with
“long distance gardening”, Philippe offers to
team up with Junis and every one else who are
experienced to take care of the garden and
coordinate a workgroup of faeries who can take
care of it.
Any other business:
Vision on leadership (output from vision game
report): “please trust our leaders”.
Apart of GC minutes, a Vision report will be
made by Cloudbow, the Vision Wizard who was
holding his Wizard hat for 2 hours.
_________________
11.

Closure

Close Great Circle – Thanks to queer spirits
invoked & blessings.

PUMPKIN
BREAD
I love squash. Squash vines
perfectly illustrate the energy
of seasonal transformations:
succulent and green in the Spring,
sprawling and vital in the Summer,
and bursting with an abundance
of enormous squash in the Autumn
as the vines march their way to
inevitable death in Winter’s frost.
One of my favorite ways to enjoy
the bounty of squash (and boy there
are so many!) is to take advantage
of their natural sweetness and
creamy texture and bake them into
delicious seasonal treats.
This recipe for pumpkin bread is
one of my personal favorites.
Baking this bread will flood your
home with one of the best scents of
Autumn.
The recipe halves or doubles
easily, and can be baked in a
loaf, mini-loaf, or cake pan. For
a “warmer” loaf, consider adding
pepper and fresh ginger.
With much Autumnal love, Walnut

1 cup (235ml) spelt flour (or buckwheat
or whole wheat flour)
2 cups (470ml) unbleached wheat flour
2 tsp (10ml) cinnamon
1 tsp (5ml) each baking powder, baking
soda, salt
1/2 tsp (2.5ml) each nutmeg, ginger
dash (1ml) each ground cloves,
allspice
4 eggs
1 3/4 cups (400ml) white sugar (or
brown/turbinado sugar for a darker and
heavier bread--proceed with caution)
1 cup (235ml) vegetable oil
2 tsp (10ml) vanilla
4 cups (~1L) coarsely grated fresh
pumpkin (peeled)

1 cup (235ml) raisins (or golden or
currents)
1 cup (235ml) walnuts (or sunflower/
pumpkin seeds)
Preheat oven to 165*C. Combine dry
ingredients and set aside. Combine
eggs, sugar, oil and vanilla and mix.
Add dry ingredients to wet mixture.
Add grated pumpkin, raisins, and nuts.
Stir well. Pour into two generously
buttered 9” loaf pans (23 x 13 x 7
cm). Bake for 1 hour or until done,
when an inserted toothpick comes out
clean.
Cool completely and remove from pan
before slicing. Serve with cream
cheese or chevre.

FOLLETERRE AND NOTRE
DAME DES ARBRES
On september 27 a broad faerie representation and Notre
Dame’s personal friends came together to celebrate his
sixtieth birthday on the land. A few sun drenched days were
spent in a very festive manner with good food, wine, song and
dance. It is important to mark certain episodes in ones life,
just to become conscious of what took place and which people
played a crucial role.
Notre Dame connected with the EuroFaeries just before
Folleterre was purchased in june 2005. I remember him sitting
between the sliding doors of the farm, observing and taking
in the atmosphere on the day we went for a group’s visit
to get a feel of the land. That he came to like the place
was proven by many visits that followed. Often times when
nobody else was there. For him a perfect chance to meet
our neighbors and local officials, making certain that our
presence would not to isolate us, but connect us more with
our direct region and its people.
His networking talent was also used to create coherence
between the individual members of the administration
board and the stewards, making sure smaller and bigger
misunderstandings were solved in more private circles. I
am sure that his attentive and sometimes psychological
skills have contributed surviving those difficult first years.
Especially since the faerie movement is so diverse coming
from all levels of society, forming only a community while on
the land together.
The house has been in need of guidance and attention during
those times in between the gatherings and during many

occacions, whether it was to direct
the chimney sweeper, mail pick ups and
forwarding, and welcoming unexpected
visitors. There can only be gratitude
and appreciation for this continuous
commitment! Thank you so very much.
---------------------“Silence”, the greatest revelation (Lao
Tse)
During this beautiful october weekend on
the land I was struck and again happily
surprised by the total silence. The
birds that were so loud in april and in
may were now gone. I realised sharply
the healing effect of nature. Fall had
not yet colored the bright green ferns
and grassy hill sides. We sun bathed in
the nude along the bank of the lake,
gathered pied de moutons mushrooms
in the valley down from the prairie,
where it was still humid , with optimal
growing conditions. Waitari mowed high
grass, picked a box full of apples and
pears, wallnuts were gathered and sweet
muscat grapes from the front corner of
the house were enjoyed.
Again the land was generous and
plentyfull, beautiful and accomodating.
And then to think that Lumber is still
on its way. yippee yahoo....
Junis

SUMMARY
2014 QUIET
GATHERING

the land posses magical power
and things happen pretty much as
they’re presented by the moment
or possibly are orchestrated by
the Spirit of Folleterre, who at
one time stopped a Faerie from
leaving the Quiet Gathering at
the wrong time.

This year’s Quiet Gathering
occurred after the Summer
Gathering with only a few days
in between. Quite a few Faeries
stayed over and joined the Quiet
Gathering.

There is a saying “Seize the
moment”. Our slogan this Quiet
Gathering was BSUR....B(e)
A(s) (yo)U A(re) and I can add
to this the sentence from the
beautiful movie Boyhood: “Let the
moment seize you”.

August 16-22.

Arriving on Friday, August 15,
with an ongoing Summer Gathering
energy and heavy rain, made
landing and grounding for me
(Wave Rider) a bit awkward. But
the welcoming committee was warm
and welcoming and some secret
Faerie prepared a bed for me in
my favorite sleeping spot in the
barn next to the Circus Room. I
still wonder who.....
We aimed at 30 Faeries to
participate but it turned out we
were 42 Faes at the top. They
came from all over: Denmark,
Spain, Italy, Austria, France,
Holland, USA, GB, Australia,
Germany. A challenging number for
a Quiet Gathering but it worked
extremely well. The house and

The first day, Saturday, was a
landing, grounding and welcoming
day. Most Faeries arrived and
there was a lot of pick-up
organising to do.
We started with a practical
circle, the first of subsequent
circels during the whole
Gathering. We opend and closed
every practical circle with
awareness of the beauty of
Folleterre, the sounds, the air,
contemplation and a moment of
stillness, a round of Faerie
names and practical information
about daily tasks and workshops
offered for that day and we chose
Lunch and Dinner mums and their
respective “slaves”.

Lunches and Dinners were opend
and concluded with an awareness
and contemplation circle.The
meals were vegan, vegetarian
and there were also dishes for
those Faes that stated their
wish for gluten free meals.
The meals were prepared with
much love, dedication with
sometimes surprising tasts and
presentations. We learned many
new recepies from Isra l (the
best Baba Ganoush and Humus),
Indonesia (Egg plant and several
versions of sweet Avocado Mouse
desserts), Italy, Spain, Japan,
The Americas, Holland..... it
was a cosmopolitain, fusion
kitchen experience. Special
thanks for Noah’s cookies,
Kolibri’s cakes and the Faes
that baked the beautiful
pancakes. Ask for recepies, when
you’re interested....
No alcohol was served (with some
exceptions....”Hear Nothing, See
Nothing, Say Nothing”).
After dinner on Sunday 17/8 each
Faerie selected a Buddy to walk
hand in hand, bearing candles
and in silence in a Faerie
procession to the Ancestors
Tree. At the Magical Hour, when
the day fades into the night,
beautiful Willow, our inspiring

guide and Goddess of Ceremonies,
was leading us to the opening
ceremony, asking to follow him
to the Ancestors Tree.
Arriving there Ye Ol’ Faerie
Spirit on behalf of Wave,
welcomed us, speaking of ancient
times when still only Faeries
populated our magical world,
remembering the Faerie Spirit,
honouring Folleterre, Nature,
the beautiful Forest (providing
wood to keep us warm with Fire),
Air, and Water. Then Willow
walked towards the Dead Tree
where Ankh Aton remembered the
Faeries parted in the past and
just recently. Faeries were
invited to put their written
expectations and wishes into the
Dead Tree (remember the Wailing
Wall in Jeruzalem). Willow
brought us to the Founders
tree, symboled by three sky
rising stems, to Coco Pierre
speaking words, representing
the founders, to Wind Kisses
speaking words, standing next
to the tree, representing the
current Faerie Generation and
to Priouette la Douce speaking
words, standing next to the tree
representing the New and Future
Faeries. Then Willow lead us
back to the House.

During the Gathering we enjoyed several
inspiring and interesting workshops:

and in general all victims of violence
and war in the world now.

-

Special thanks and appreciation to
Jegroen Noah for being a caring Kitchen
Goddess, Still Mark to watch over our
Finance, Pikachu always there with tips
and help when needed, Jim from Rural
France not Paris, for his driving and
the use of his car (a perfect headslave) and last but not least Philippe
Fl chon for caring and nurturing the
garden, which was kind of neglected and
turning into a wilderness until he took
over. It’s ready now for the next year
since we experienced oktober/november
weather already. But I must say the
weather princess was mild for us during
the Gathering. 15/8 heavy rain, the
first day on 16/8 lots of Sun which
remained until Saturday 23/8 with rain
again, but by then the Gathering was
closed on 22/8 with again a spiritual
and magical ceremony.

-

Intimate Touch by Ankh Aton
Seitan making by Coco Pierre and 		
Tamaz.....Willow
Fermentation workshop by Octopus
Story telling by Fugilino and Coco 		
Pierre
Brain Friendly Language Learning by
Splendide
Sound Bathing at the Lake by Still 		
Mark
Qigong classes by Octopus
Several Hiking tours by Sunlover
Four subsequent Heart Chakra 			
Meditations in the morning by Wave 		
Rider

We experienced a magical ceremony
remembering a terrible assault with
a helicopter, bombing and destroying
a whole native Indian village by the
Equadorian Government and their Oil
co-Killers, murdering Tribal members
and banning the survivors from their
natural habitat. Petit Bizon called the
Spirit of the Forest -who manifested
itself by appearing as a bird landing
at Bizon’s feet and then flying away
heading west in the direction of
Equador- asking for help for the Indian
Tribe. We all sent our energy and
prayers over 10.000 km towards Equador.
Another spiritual ceremony was held by
Anael in honour of the victims in Gaza

Starting at the Ancestors tree,
there were welcoming words by “Ye
ol’ Faerie Spirit” who celebrated
his 100.001 anniversairy day in -why
not- Folleterre. Thanking the Faeries
on behalf of Wave Rider, for their
love, inspiration and dedication to
Folleterre, a spiral candle Ritual
guided by Ankh Aton, then words by
Dancing Crane, El and Elke (thank
you for your ravishing flute playing)
from the Founders, Current and Future

Faeries. Then a candle procession lead by
Noah with a torch to Meditation Rock, with
awareness and in silence. At Meditation
Rock, there was another spiral candle
ritual. Wishes and expectations for the
Quiet Gathering, expressed at the Dead Tree
opening ceremony were spoken out and there
were spontaneous contributions in singing
and poetry. Faeries brought special tokens
to an altar, which could be taken home by
others when wanted.
Back at the house Noah surprised us with a
magical Fire Dance.
Special attention was given to the awareness
of Folleterre being a Sanctuary for any and
every Faerie, regardsless of appearance or
presence. A safe haven for each of us to
BSUR. To appreciate and value Folleterre
bearing in mind the victims or tribes who
don’t have their own Sanctuary, or even a
Sanctuary at Home.
We witnessed wonderfull acts of compassion,
supporting fellow Faeries and standing by
their side, when needed or when all what
happend at the Quiet Gathering became to
overwhelming. Special thanks to Foxi Deux
Milles for your dedication, kindness and
love.
It was an honour to facilitate this Quiet
Gathering.
Jegroen Noah Wave Rider

ASIAN FAERIES
We are gay men and radical faeries in
community sharing our hearts, minds, meals,
and adventures.
We come from many cultures, Western and
Eastern.
The 12th Annual Asian Faerie Gathering
Will Be January 29 To February 8, 2015
On Koh Yao Yai In Southern Thailand
Look through our photo gallery and make your
plans to join us.

วันพฤหัสบดีที่ 29 มกราคม ถึงวันอาทิตย์ที่ 8 กุมภาพันธ์ 2558
Web: www.asianfaeries.com
on FaceBook: www.facebook.com/groups/
asianfaeries/
on Yahoo Groups: asianfaeries@yahoogroups.com
For questions or more information please write
to the queen at: queen@asianfaeries.com

INTO THE ANCESTORS
SEASON
Equinox arrived and I filled up the shokti wagon with
faeries and we set off early for a 13 hour journey to
folleterre. felt good to honour the change of season
with a break from city life’s familiar habits and make a
pilgrimage to sanctuary. our efforts were rewarded - we
enjoyed fabulous weather, starry nights and great company
during the festive celebrations of notre dame’s 60th
birthday.

Gezel

Autumn arrives in stages, gradually sunny summer’s end
gives way to wetness and wind. the weather gets wilder.
we start to feel the nesting instinct, turn the heating on
and turn our focus to making ourselves comfortable for the
winter. nights draw in, we draw in - to ourselves more as
the inner worlds call us
Samhain is coming, bringing us to the darkest quarter of
the year, the season of the ancestors can be an intensely
magical time if we open ourselves to spirit while the
veils are thin and the dead are close. if we let them
touch our hearts it can ease our own fears about dying and
bring us closer into touch with our own place in eternity.

Mercedes

In the tenth year of sanctuary we have three folleterre
ancestors whom we can remember and celebrate at this
time - three faeries who contributed deeply and generously
to folleterre community life: Gezel, Mercedes and
Tuffolbird. through our memories our hearts can bridge
the worlds
Shokti

Tuffolbird

MEMBERS
Folleterre exists on a few lovely faeries
who committed themself to support the
Sanctuary in a financial way, for years
we had around 40 members who therefore
makes it possible that we can be there
all together.
The importance of having a Notaflof policy
is one of the structures Folleterre can
invite every body home.
Being on the land during the year we like
to keep donations as low as possible,
this only can be achieved when we have
more members; at the moment there was a
fall back to 30 members.
Members not only are there to commit them
self to guarantee paying the mortgage,
they also part of the decision making
process during the year and in the long
term.
Relying only on donations during
gatherings makes the sanctuary vulnerable
and creates only concentrated events
during the most popular summer season.
The reason that we organized a big summer
gathering was there to come together for
those members who came during the year at
different times.

Being together at one moment and circle
around during the annual decision-making.
Inviting new faeries to show them what
the faeries are. And to ask every body to
donate as much money they can to fill the
purse, fulfilling the obligations we have
to keep the sanctuary going.
The last years these summer gatherings
grown very fast and against the capacity
of what is really possible to have a
coherent gathering, it made lots of
faeries feeling uncomfortable and stayed
away.
Years ago the faeries came to the
conclusion that having a gathering with
35 faeries is a maximum.
The purpose of folleterre is to provide a
residence of a limited numbers of faeries
during longer periods,
Foster stewardship of the land of
Folleterre sanctuary and to honour our
natural environment as we do our sacred
faerie natures,
And as an occasional gathering site
for the larger Faerie community with
celebrations and rituals during the
season.
Become a member of Folleterre, be part of
this tribe of loving companions.
Wolf

The Facts
It costs €1000,- each month to
pay the mortgage and the
utilities, before we can develop
the property.
We ask everyone who has an
interest in Folleterre’s future to
give something – whether you
can afford €5 per month, or
€100, your donation is very
important!

Anything Else?
If you are transferring money please
remember to mention what it is for: cash
gifts, membership donation (whether it is
monthly, quarterly or yearly).
Folleterre has a GAYABAGS (Give As Your Able
But Always Give Something) policy for
members
For more information, contact :

info@folleterre.org

How Do I Pay?
There are two ways to pay:
1. Set up a regular donation from you bank account
Transfers within FRANCE:
Banque:
10278
Guichet:
07861
N° compte: 00020076201
Clé:
60
Transfers within EUROZONE
IBAN:
FR76 1027 8078 6100 0200 7620 160
BIC (SWIFT):
CMCIFR2A

What Can I Do?
Bank Information
Credit Mutuel, CCM Semouse et Combeaute, 4 rue Henri
Lebrun, 70800 St Loup sur Semouse

Cash donations and regular
monthly membership
subscriptions are a great way
to keep the sanctuary going.
Please consider giving €5 a
month, or €60 a year. Every
contribution makes a
difference.

Recipient Information
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots, 70270 Ternuay, France

FOLLETERRE
NEEDS YOU
TO BECOME
A MEMBER!

Transfers within UNITED KINGDOM:
Bank:
The Co-operative Bank
Account Name:
Faerie UK – Folleterre
Sort Code:
08-92-99
Account Number:
65622203
IBAN:
GB84 CPBK 65622203 089299
Bank ID Code:
CPBK GB22
2. Via PayPal
Simply go to www.folleterre.org, click on ‘GIVE’ and follow
the links to PayPal. You can set up a monthly payment to be
deducted from your debit/credit card or bank account.

